Position for a PhD researcher – Project ASHES

Description: one position for a researcher with a PhD in the scientific area(s) of Hydrology, Hydraulics, Fluid Mechanics or CFD. The work aims at the articulation of the laboratory and numerical tasks of project ASHES. The project investigates the dynamics of sediment transport and retention processes in rivers with vegetated areas aiming at contributing to mitigate water quality problems arising from contamination with ashes and soil exported to water bodies after wildfires.

Deadline: 23rd October 2018

Salary: monthly remuneration corresponding to level 33 of the single remuneration table of Portuguese public service workers (TRU).

Place of work: Universidade da Beira Interior (UBI – Covilhã) and Instituto Superior Técnico (Universidade de Lisboa)

+Info: Cristina Fael (cmsf@ubi.pt), Rui M.L. Ferreira (ruimferreira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt) or Ana Margarida Ricardo (ana.ricardo@tecnico.ulisboa.pt)